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Abstract—Popular smart wireless devices become equipped
with multiple radio interfaces. Multihoming support can be
enabled to allow for multiple simultaneous associations with heterogeneous networks. In this study, we focus on video streaming
traffic and propose analytical approaches to evaluate the packetlevel and call-level performance of a multipath transmission
scheme, which sends video traffic bursts over multiple available
channels in a probabilistic manner. A probability generation
function (PGF) and z-transform method is applied to derive
the PGF of packet delay and any arbitrary moment in general.
Particularly, we can obtain the average delay, delay jitter,
and delay outage probability. The essential characteristics of
video traffic are taken into account, such as deterministic burst
intervals, highly dynamic burst length, and batch arrivals of
transmission packets. The video substream traffic resulting from
the probabilistic flow splitting is characterized by means of zeroinflated models. Further, the call-level performance, in terms of
flow blocking probability and system throughput, is evaluated
with a three-dimensional Markov process and compared with that
of an always-best access selection. The numerical and simulations
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our analysis framework
and the performance gain of multipath transmission.
Index Terms—Video streaming, multipath transmission, performance analysis, packet delay, call admission control, multiradio wireless devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the proliferating wireless infrastructure offers
a variety of broadband access options such as cellular networks, IEEE 802.16 wireless metropolitan area networks /
WiMAX (worldwide interoperability for microwave access),
IEEE 802.20 broadband wireless access / Mobile-Fi, IEEE
802.11 wireless local area networks (WLAN) / Wi-Fi, and
IEEE 802.15 wireless personal area networks (WPAN). To
improve the system throughput, the multi-channel and multiradio capabilities can be exploited to enable concurrent transmissions over multiple wireless links [1]. For instance, the
mainstream smart phones such as RIM’s BlackBerry and
Apple’s iPhone already have built-in Wi-Fi (over IEEE 802.11)
and Bluetooth (over IEEE 802.15.1) in addition to a regular
cellular radio. With the rapid development and breakthrough of
wireless technologies, mobile video will generate most of the
mobile traffic growth through 2015 as predicted by Cisco [2].
The statistics collected by leading mobile operators worldwide
in 2010 [3] also show video streaming accounts for 37% of
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mobile data usage, which is the largest fraction next to file
sharing (30%) and Web browsing (26%). To deliver highquality video services, it becomes vital to consider the heterogeneous wireless infrastructure and multi-radio capability
of mobile devices.
To coordinate the heterogeneous wireless access for multiradio devices, network selection is one of the major issues that
are researched intensively in the literature. Many centralized
and distributed network selection algorithms are proposed to
automatically assign an incoming traffic flow to a best available network [4,5]. Basically, access selection aims to share the
heterogeneous network resources at the flow-level time scale.
Taking one step further, we can exploit the multihoming and
multi-streaming support to aggregate available bandwidth over
diverse wireless links. Multihoming enables a wireless device
to maintain multiple simultaneous associations with more
than one attachment point. Multi-streaming allows data to be
partitioned into multiple streams and delivered independently
to the application at the receiver. Multi-streaming can prevent
the head-of-line blocking problem that occurs in the transport
control protocol (TCP). If multihoming and multi-streaming
capabilities are enabled for multi-radio devices, a traffic flow
can be split into multiple streams and delivered simultaneously
over multiple network interfaces. As such, the access selection
problem is addressed from a different perspective.
In this paper, we develop a framework to analytically
evaluate the video streaming performance with flow splitting
and multipath transmission. Taking advantage of multihoming capability of multi-radio devices, a simple multipath
transmission scheme is considered to make use of fractional
bandwidth available in integrated wireless networks. Although
multiple access networks are available for multi-radio devices,
it becomes challenging if none has sufficient bandwidth to
accommodate a video flow experiencing large bursts of traffic.
On the other hand, video frames actually arrive in batch due to
forward, backward, or bidirectional prediction in video coding
and compression. Exploiting such traffic patterns, we can split
a bandwidth-demanding video flow in a simple probabilistic
manner towards multiple links. The contribution of this paper
is several-fold.
• First, we take into account the batch arrival nature and
fixed inter-arrival time of video traffic in our delay performance analysis. As observed in the testing of real video
traces [6], it is essential to preserve such characteristics
to have accurate performance statistics.
• Second, we propose an analytical framework to evaluate
the delay performance of a probabilistic flow splitting
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scheme for multipath transmission. A closed-form probability generating function (PGF) of packet transfer delay
is derived to obtain primary delay metrics.
• Third, we conduct numerical and simulation experiments
with video traces to validate the feasibility and accuracy
of the proposed framework. The packet-level and calllevel performance of flow splitting and multipath transmission is also demonstrated with numerical results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce related work on video performance analysis
and multipath streaming. Section III gives the network model
and traffic model for this study. An analytical framework is
presented in Section IV for video streaming. Numerical results
are presented in Section V, followed by conclusions and future
work in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the literature, there has been extensive work to analyze
video streaming performance [7]. Many studies focus on the
modelling and analysis at the video frame level, group of
pictures (GoP) level, and fluid flow level. Traditionally, video
traffic can be viewed as a fluid flow and modelled with a
Markov-modulated process by neglecting the traffic discreteness. In [8], the IPTV performance is investigated according to
a two-level Markovian traffic model which captures both the
GoP-level and frame-level characteristics of video traffic. In
[9], Sarkar et. al. propose a Markov-modulated Gamma-based
framework, which models the video frame size at each state
with an axis-shifted Gamma distribution. For such Markovbased models, the video performance can be evaluated with
a fluid flow analytical approach [10]. Accordingly, data loss
probability and effective bandwidth of a video flow can be
derived from the leaky bucket algorithm [11] by simulating
data transmission with bucket leaking.
In practice, video bitstreams are packetized for transmission.
The packet-level performance is of great interest and importance to have a complete perception of video quality. Multipath
transmission may lead to more performance dynamics due to
flow splitting among multiple links. Hence, it is necessary
to closely examine the packet-level performance so as to
evaluate the effects of multipath transmission. For analysis
simplicity, most previous works assume Poisson packet arrivals
[12]. The study in [13] relaxes the assumption and deals with
inter-arrival time of video packets as an arbitrary distribution.
However, the batch arrival [6] structure is not addressed.
To offer video services on multi-radio devices, the heterogeneous wireless access can be exploited with network
selection for always-the-best connectivity. Previous studies
on access selection [4,5] mainly focus on assignment of
traffic flows during admission and dynamic reassignment via
vertical handover for efficient resource sharing and qualityof-service (QoS) enhancement. On the other hand, multistreaming is a promising approach that takes advantage of the
multihoming capability of multi-radio devices and modifies the
treatment of access selection by allowing more alternatives.
The aggregation of available bandwidth of multiple networks
is especially beneficial for wireless networks that may offer
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System model of integrated heterogeneous wireless networks.

limited, varying, and distinct capacities [14]. The solutions for
load splitting differ from the link layer to the application layer
[14,15]. Basically, a link-layer solution is constrained to a local
network and sensitive to channel rate variations. The networklayer load splitting challenges the transport-layer control by involving spontaneous timeouts due to disparate round-trip time
(RTT) and unnecessary fast retransmissions with persistent
out-of-order packets. The stream control transmission protocol
(SCTP) is one of the well-known transport-layer approaches.
The original SCTP is designed to improve throughput and
reliability by exploiting multiple paths. A primary path is
selected for transmission of data chunks, while a secondary
path is used only for retransmission of lost data units or as
a backup for the primary path. However, the transport-layer
solutions may sacrifice compatibility with the pervasive TCP.
An application-layer solution can minimize modifications to
the existing network infrastructure. Nonetheless, the stripping
and merging of data streams further complicate the design of
user applications.
Many multipath streaming approaches focus on maximizing
throughput [15]. For real-time applications, delay is another
key performance metric along with throughput [12]. The tradeoff between throughput and delay is generally explored for
wireless networks in [16]–[18]. To satisfy QoS requirements
of a specific application such as video streaming, it is essential
to minimize the delay while achieving a high throughput, i.e.,
to optimize the delay-constrained throughput. In this work, we
exploit video streaming traffic characteristics at the application
layer and apply a probabilistic flow splitting to improve user
perceived QoS in terms of delay and throughput.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Network Model
Consider a heterogeneous wireless network infrastructure
integrating multiple access options, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The mobile host is equipped with multiple radio interfaces and
multihoming capable. Multipath transmission can be enabled
to deliver traffic between the multi-homed mobile host and the
application server. A middleware is deployed at both sides to
deal with splitting and merging of traffic flows across available
networks. The middleware employs the application-layer and
network-layer information in load splitting. In particular, the
available bandwidth over each associated network can be
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estimated by packet probing over each interface of the mobile
host. It is known that wireless access is most likely to be
the bottleneck for end-to-end transmission due to the limited
bandwidth and time-varying channel. Hence, we focus on the
wireless access domain in Fig. 1.
B. Video Streaming Traffic
It is known that video traffic is inherently long-range
dependent and highly correlated due to compression coding.
In cellular networks, H.264 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) is
recommended for high-quality video. To remove temporal redundancy, intracoded (I) frames are interleaved with predicted
(P) frames and bidirectionally coded (B) frames. I frames
are compressed versions of raw frames independent of other
frames, whereas P frames only refer preceding I/P frames and
B frames can refer both preceding and succeeding frames.
A sequence of video frames from a given I frame up to the
next I frame comprise a group of pictures (GoP). Because P
and B frames are encoded with reference to preceding and/or
succeeding I/P frames, traffic transmission follows the batch
arrivals shown in Fig. 2. Here, the GoP follows a structure
of size 16 such as “I0 P8 B1 B2 . . . B7 P16 B9 B10 . . . B15 . . .”.
In contrast, video frames are decoded and displayed at the
receiver in a reorganized order. Hence, B frames are subject
to a more stringent delay constraint than I and P frames.
In the literature, there has been extensive work modeling
the varying rate and frame size of video traffic. A Markovmodulated Gamma-based model is proposed in [9] to capture
video frame size variations and auto-correlation by grouping
video clips of a stream into a small number of classes. The
sizes of I, P, and B frames in each class are modeled by
an axis-shifted Gamma distribution. On the other hand, as
observed in [6], given that the batch structure and fixed interarrival time are preserved, the use of a hypothesized and
independent distribution for frame sizes approximates the trace
behavior fairly well and gives close performance statistics.
Motivated by the above observation, we model the length of
video burst between two key I/P frames (denoted by S) by a
Gamma distribution with a probability density function (PDF)
fS (x) =

xα−1 e−x/η
,
Γ(α)η α

α > 0, η > 0

(1)
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Fig. 3. Empirical CDF of video burst length from real traces and CDF of
Gamma distribution.

where α and η are the shape parameter and scale parameter,
respectively.
To check the feasibility of the hypothesized distribution
for video burst length, we compare the empirical cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of video traces and that of a
Gamma distribution. The shape parameter and scale parameter
are set by matching the mean and variance of the Gamma
distribution, denoted by S = αη and σS2 = αη 2 , respectively.
As an example, we consider a video trace, NBC News, from
the video trace library of Arizona State University [19]. The
video sequence takes a common intermediate format (CIF)
resolution (352 × 288), a fixed frame rate at 30 frames/s, a
GoP size of 16 with 7 B frames between I/P key pictures,
and a quantization step-size indexed at 38. The quantization
level varies with the step-size, and a higher quantization index
(between 0 and 51) results in a lower encoding bit rate. As
shown in Fig. 3, the empirical CDF of video burst length
obtained from the trace is very close to that of the hypothesized
Gamma distribution.
C. Discrete-Time Traffic Model
As seen in Fig. 2, video frames are generated in burst
according to a coding and compression algorithm. Each video
burst consists of an I or P frame and a number of B frames
between two key I/P frames. A number of B frames are
generated for each video burst depending on a target encoding
bit rate. For example, a video trace with a GOP size of 16 can
have 0 to 15 B frames in a traffic burst. Given a constant frame
rate f , the traffic burst rate is g = f /(J + 1), where J is the
number of B frames between two key I/P frames. For analysis
purpose, we use a small time unit τ to discretize the time scale.
The inter-arrival time of video bursts is then N = 1/(g · τ )
time units. At the finer packet level, we use a batch arrival
process to model the video traffic. Video frames generated
in a burst are considered as a batch and fragmented into a
random number of transmission packets of fixed size ∆. As the
length of video burst is modelled with a Gamma distribution,
we characterize the number of packets in a “packet train”
with a negative binomial distribution N B(r, p), which is a
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discrete analogue of Gamma distribution. The probability mass
function (PMF) of the number of packets in a batch (denoted
by A) is given by


k+r−1
P[A = k] , fA (k) =
(1 − p)r pk
(2)
r−1
k = 0, 1, . . . , r > 0, 0 < p < 1.
The parameters r and p can be obtained by fitting the mean
and variance of the batch size:
rp
rp
2
,
σA
=
.
(3)
A=
1−p
(1 − p)2
Similarly, we plot the empirical CDF of video batch size from
the video trace and that of the corresponding negative binomial
distribution. Here, we choose a packet size of 750 bytes for
transmission packetization. As seen in Fig. 4, the negative
binomial distribution provides a close approximation for the
batch size. Our following analysis can also be extended to a
general distribution for the number of packets in a batch.
IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS FOR
M ULTIPATH V IDEO S TREAMING
A. Probabilistic Video Flow Splitting
Suppose there are multiple access networks available for
a multi-radio device. In a heavy traffic situation, none of
the available access may be able to solely provide sufficient
bandwidth to support the video flow. Nonetheless, it is possible to accommodate the video flow by multiple networks
simultaneously. A video streaming flow can be split into
multiple substreams and delivered through different networks
simultaneously. According to a video codec, each video traffic
burst is generated over fixed intervals and consists of an I or P
frame and a number of B frames. A basic idea of flow splitting
is to randomly dispatch each
P video burst to an access network
i with a probability ϑi , i ϑi = 1. To guarantee overall QoS
specified in delay metrics for all video substreams, we should
derive the splitting probability ϑi according to the effective
channel rate bi of the network i.

Video streaming plays back video content at the receiver
during the delivery. A stringent delay requirement needs to
be satisfied to prevent data overflow and depletion at the
playout buffer. Particularly, as multipath transmission may
result in a high variation to delivery performance, it is essential
to effectively evaluate the packet transfer delay of video
streaming traffic.
According to the probabilistic flow splitting, each video
burst is dispatched to an available access network i with a
probability ϑi . Let hi denote the average number of time
units to transmit a packet of size ∆ through network i. The
equivalent channel data rate to the video application is then
bi = ∆/(hi · τ ). For analysis simplicity, hi is assumed to be an
integer. Here, we focus on the wireless access domain, which
is usually the bottleneck of the end-to-end path. The packet
transmission time (denoted by Hi ) depends on the radio access
links as well as the service traffic loads in different wireless
access networks. In other words, the characteristics of different
transmission paths and service loads can be captured in Hi .
For presentation clarity, we omit the subscript i for an available
access in the following.
For a wireless channel, the channel data rate or equivalent
packet transmission time is random due to channel fading
and/or access contention. For instance, as investigated in
[12,20], the packet transmission time over the 802.11 WLAN
link is accurately approximated by an exponential distribution.
Given that the packet transmission time over heterogeneous
wireless networks is properly characterized, our following
approach provides a generic analytical framework for the
delay performance. Generally, effective numerical evaluation
of derivatives and definite integrals is required for a complex
channel characterization. We also present specific derivation
assuming a constant packet transmission time. It is observed
in Section V.A that we obtain accurate results even if the
assumption is relaxed.
Given the aforementioned batch structure and constant burst
interval, the delay (denoted by T ) experienced by a tagged
packet in a video batch consists of three independent components: 1) the waiting time of the first packet of that batch
to be served, denoted by WG ; 2) the waiting time due to the
transmission of the packets of that batch queued before the
tagged packet, denoted by WQ ; and 3) the transmission time
of the tagged packet, which is h time units on average.
Firstly, WG is the waiting time for a video batch to become
the head of the queue. When the first packet in the batch is
queued for transmission, the batch of packets all experience
the waiting time WG before the transmission starts for the
batch. To evaluate WG with a queueing system, each video
batch can be regarded as a single customer whose service time
is the total transmission time of all packets in a batch. An
analytical approach is introduced in [21] for the waiting time
of a D/G/1 queue, whose inter-arrival time is deterministic
and service time follows a general distribution. However,
due to multipath transmission, traffic arrivals are not exactly
deterministic but follow a zero-inflated model [22]. That is,
for each constant burst interval, there is no traffic arrival with
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a probability 1 − ϑ, whereas there is an incoming video batch
with a probability ϑ. Hence, we modify the batch service
time (denoted by G) to incorporate zero-sized batches. The
probability generating function (PGF) of G is then
G(z) =

∞
X

k

P[G = k]z = (1 − ϑ) + ϑB(z)

(4)

k=0

where B(z) is the PGF of the total service time for a video
batch.
As defined in (2), the number of packets generated from
each burst of the original video clip follows a negative
binomial distribution. The PGF of the distribution N B(p, r)
can be easily obtained as
A(z) =

∞
X

fA (k)z k =

k=0



1−p
1 − pz

r

.

(5)

Letting H denote the packet transmission time, we have the
PGF of the total service time of a video batch as follows
B(z) =
=
=

∞
X

k=0
∞
X

n=0
∞
X

P[B = k]z k
P[A = n]

∞
X

P[H1 + ... + Hn = k|A = n]z k

k=0

P[A = n] · [H(z)]n = A(H(z)).

given by
WG = −

k=1

2
σW
G

B(z) =

p̃ = 1 −

Ah
1−p
=1−
,
2
2
σA h
h

r̃ = Ah

(7)

 1 − p̃ 
p̃

=

rp
.
p̃

Then, using the approach in [21], we can obtain the PGF
of the waiting time, given by
Φ · (z − 1)
WG (z) =

N
−1
Y

(z − zk )

k=1

z N − G(z)

(8)

where z1 , ..., zN −1 are the unique roots of z N − G(z) = 0
within the unit circle |z| < 1, and Φ is a normalization
constant. When N is large, we can apply the Muller method
[23] to find the roots zk . The normalization constant Φ is
calculated by
z N − G(z)
Φ = lim−
.
QN −1
z→1 (z − 1)
k=1 (z − zk )

(9)

Based on (8), the mean and variance of WG are respectively

′′′

Next, we evaluate the waiting time WQ due to the transmission of other packets prior to a tagged one in a video batch.
After a batch queues for the time WG to start transmission, a
specific packet in the batch further waits for the time WQ until
the packets queued before it are transmitted. Only after that
can a tagged packet capture the channel for transmission. To
evaluate WQ , we need to focus on batches of non-zero sizes.
According to the probabilistic flow splitting and the original
batch size distribution of the video clip, with a probability
1 − ϑ, there is no video burst dispatched to a given network;
and with a probability ϑ, a batch of video packets are delivered
towards the designated network and the number of packets (or
batch size) follows a negative binomial distribution. Let AN
denote the number of packets in the non-zero sized batch that
arrives to an access network after flow splitting during each
video burst interval. We have the PGF of AN as follows

(6)

 1 − p̃ r̃
1 − p̃z

N
−1
X

zk
N (N − 1)(N − 2) − G (1− )
=−
−
(1 − zk )2
3[N − G′ (1− )]
k=1
"
#2
′′
′′
N (N − 1) − G (1− )
N (N − 1) − G (1− )
−
+
.
2[N − G′ (1− )]
2[N − G′ (1− )]

AN (z) =

n=0

In particular, if the packet transmission time is constant at h
time units, the PGF of the batch service time can be scaled
accordingly, given by

′′
N −1
N (N − 1) − G (1− ) X
1
+
2[N − G′ (1− )]
1 − zk

A0 (z) − p0
1 − p0

(10)

where A0 (z) is the PGF of the size of zero-inflated batches
resulting from flow splitting and p0 is the probability that
the zero-inflated process produces a zero-sized batch. Clearly,
after every burst interval of N time units, the probability that
there is no video batch arrival or the batch size is zero is given
by
p0 = 1 − ϑ + ϑ · (1 − p)r .
(11)
In (10), A0 (z) is the PGF of the batch size after zero-inflated
with flow splitting. Obviously, we have

r
1−p
A0 (z) = 1 − ϑ + ϑ · A(z) = 1 − ϑ + ϑ
(12)
1 − pz
where A(z) is is the PGF of the number of packets in a burst
of the original video clip given in (5).
As defined, WQ is the waiting time of a tagged packet to
transmit all the other packets that are generated in the same
video batch of the tagged packet but queued before it. Clearly,
WQ depends on the non-zero batch size (AN > 0) and the
position of the tagged packet. According to the analysis in
[24], the probability that an arbitrary tagged packet falls within
a batch of a size k is given by
uk =

k · P[AN = k]
dAN (z)
. (13)
, E[AN ] , AN = lim−
dz
z→1
AN

If n packets from the same video batch as the tagged packet
are queued prior to it, the batch size must be no less than n.
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Hence, we obtain the PGF of the number of packets queued
before the tagged one as
Y (z) =
=

∞
X

n=1
∞
X
n=1

zn
zn

∞
X

uk ·

k=n+1
∞
X

1
k

(14)

k · P[AN = k] 1
1 − AN (z)
· =
.
k
A
AN (1 − z)
N
k=n+1

Given the PGF H(z) of the packet transmission time, the PGF
of the waiting time WQ is then
WQ (z) = Y (H(z)).

(15)

Particularly, if the packet transmission time is deterministic
and equal to h time units, we have
H(z) = z h ,

WQ (z) = Y (z h ).

(16)

th

Hence, the k factorial moment of WQ can be obtained from
(15) as follows


dk WQ (z)
E (WQ − 1)...(WQ − k + 1) = lim−
.
dz k
z→1
The average and variance of WQ are then

(17)

dWQ (z)
dz
2
d
W
Q (z)
2
σW
= lim
+ W Q − (W Q )2 .
Q
−
dz 2
z→1
Since the overall packet delay T consists of the three
independent components, the corresponding PGF is obtained
from (8) and (15) as
W Q = lim−

between two key I/P frames. Since video streaming enables
simultaneous delivery and playback, there is usually a short
pre-roll delay (denoted by s0 ) in the order of 5 − 15 seconds
between the start of delivery and the beginning of playback at the receiver [25]. Referring to the coding structure
in Fig. 2, we have tk,1 = s0 + tk,0 , tk,j+1 = tk,j + δ, and
tk,J = tk,1 + (J − 1)δ, where δ is the frame interval. As each
video burst is segmented into a batch of video packets, we can
obtain the statistics of packet lifetime L = tk,j − tk,0 .
Due to the video burst arrivals and queueing effects through
the end-to-end path, both the packet delay and packet lifetime
are random. As studied in [26], the packet lifetime follows an
exponential distribution. In the following analysis, we consider
a geometric distribution for the packet lifetime, which is a
discrete analogue of the exponential distribution. The analysis
is also valid for a general packet lifetime. Denoting the packet
lifetime by L, we obtain the PGF of a geometric-distributed
lifetime as
βz
1
L(z) =
, 0 < β ≤ 1, |z| <
. (20)
1 − (1 − β)z
1−β
Given the two independent random variables, T and L, for
packet delay and lifetime, the PGF of the difference between
the two, denoted by F = T − L, is obtained as
F (z) = T (z)L(z −1)

z→1

T (z) = H(z) · WQ (z) · WG (z).

(18)

The average packet delay and delay jitter can be evaluated
accordingly by
q
2
2
2 − T . (19)
T = h + W G + W Q, ψ =
σW
+ σW
+ σH
G
Q
C. Evaluation of Packet Delay Outage Probability
As seen in Fig. 2, video frames are encoded and transmitted
in burst, whereas video frames are decoded and displayed
at the receiver in the GoP order. Because video frames are
captured and coded in constant intervals, there is a deadline to
play back a designated video frame at the receiver. If a frame to
play has not been completely delivered to the receiver buffer at
fetch time, the playback is interrupted. Let L denote the packet
lifetime, beyond which the resulting video frame expires for
playback. The probability that the packet delay exceeds the
packet lifetime is referred to as delay outage probability.
An expired packet can be discarded since it becomes useless
for the receiver playback. To ensure continuous and smooth
playback, we need to upper-bound average packet delay, delay
jitter, as well as delay outage probability.
Consider the video traffic structure illustrated in Fig. 2.
Suppose the k th burst of video frames are transmitted at
tk,0 , the display deadlines of the B frames are tk,1 , tk,2 ,
..., tk,J−1 , respectively, and the display deadline of the I/P
key frame is tk,J . Here, J is the number of B frames

(21)

where T (z) and L(z) are derived in (18) and (20), respectively.
Based on the statistics of F , the delay outage probability ξ can
be calculated by
0
X




ξ =1−P F ≤0 =1−
P F =k .

(22)

k=−∞

n
X


fF (k), we have
Letting fF (k) , P F = k and x(n) ,
k=−∞

ξ = 1 − x(0).

(23)

Although it is not straightforward to directly obtain x(0), we
resort to the z-transform of x(n), given by
X(z) =

∞
X

n=−∞

x(n)z n =

1
F (z).
1−z

(24)

In general, x(n) can be derived from X(z) via a contour
integral at Cγ , which is the border of a circle centered at
zero with a radius γ [27], that is
I
1
X(z)
x(n) =
dz.
(25)
2πi Cγ z n+1
From the convergence regions of T (z) and L(z), we have
1 − β < γ < 1. Numerical inversion is also possible [28] by
setting z = γeiφ . Eq. (25) can then be rewritten as
Z 2π
1
x(n) =
X(γeiφ )e−inφ dφ.
(26)
2πγ n 0

Thus, the delay outage probability is obtained from (26) as
Z 2π
1
ξ =1−
X(γeiφ )dφ.
(27)
2π 0
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D. Call-Level Performance with Admission Control
Among multiple access networks, it is likely that no individual network in a heavy load situation can satisfy the
overall bandwidth requirement and delay constraints. An endto-end delay over 250 ms is in general unacceptable for
video delivery quality [29]. Since our study focuses on the
wireless access domain, we can reserve certain margin for the
core network while setting the delay bound TB for wireless
packet transmission. Although flow splitting and multipath
transmission can aggregate fractional available bandwidth over
multiple access networks, there is a control overhead for
flow splitting and reassembly. A two-phase procedure can be
applied to make an admission control decision for an incoming
video flow.
Firstly, it should be checked if any single access can carry
the entire video stream while satisfying prescribed delay constraints. Based on the packet-level delay analysis in Section IV,
the minimum average packet transmission time hs can be
determined based on (19) and (27). Accordingly, we can
obtain the minimum required channel rate bs = ∆/(hs · τ ).
Take a wireless network based on orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM) as one example. A subset of
subcarriers are grouped to form a subchannel, which is the
basic frequency-resource unit allocated by the base station
or access point. Further taking into account the upper-layer
transmission overhead, we can obtain the number of required
subchannels to support the minimum channel rate bs . Given
that the data rates of available networks bi are known, we can
determine whether the video flow is able to be streamed over
a single access.
Secondly, if no single access can provide sufficient bandwidth to carry a video stream, flow splitting can be activated
among multiple paths. Nonetheless, it is cost-effective to activate multipath transmission only when the resource occupancy
of the available access networks exceeds an upper threshold
̺ (0 < ̺ < 1). A video flow is split into multiple substreams
by dispatching each video burst towards an access network i
with a probability ϑi . The flow splitting probabilities can be
determined with a heuristic search algorithm. Starting with
the access channel of the largest available bandwidth, we
can find the corresponding flow splitting probability ϑ1 that
minimizes delay outage provability ξ1 and satisfies average
packet delay requirement T 1 ≤ TB [30]. Then, the remaining
flow zero-inflated with a probability 1 − ϑ1 is considered to
derive the flow splitting probability ϑ2 for the channel of the
second largest bandwidth. The procedure continues until all
flow splitting probabilities are determined. Due to bursty video
packet arrivals, the constraint on delay outage probability can
be much more stringent than the bound for average packet
delay. Therefore, we check the overall delay outage probability
at the end and only accept flow splitting if overall delay
outage is bounded as well. A video flow is then admitted with
multipath transmission if all related substreams are accepted
by corresponding access networks.
We can quantitatively evaluate the performance gain of multipath transmission at the call level. According to the statistics
of online streaming media [31], the video clip duration is in
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the order of several minutes and independent of the occupied
bandwidth. Assume that video flows arrive as a Poisson
process of a mean rate λ and have an exponentially distributed
duration with a mean 1/µ. As an example, consider a scenario
with dual-mode wireless devices. Let C1 and C2 denote the
total number of subchannels in two access networks. As flow
splitting and merging involve a processing overhead, it is costeffective if multipath transmission is activated only when the
resource occupancy of the two networks exceeds the upper
bounds R1 = ⌈̺ · C1 ⌉ and R2 = ⌈̺ · C2 ⌉, respectively, where
0 < ̺ < 1 is a threshold. If both networks have sufficient
bandwidth, the less loaded network is selected. We can derive
the number of required subchannels v to support a complete
video flow. Given flow splitting with probabilities ϑ1 and
ϑ2 = 1 − ϑ1 to the two networks, the number of required
subchannels are v1 and v2 for the two substreams, respectively.
Obviously, v1 < v and v2 < v. Thus, we formulate a threedimensional Markov process to model the call admission
control procedure, in which a state (m1 , m2 , ℓ) indicates that
the number of used subchannels in the two networks are m1
and m2 , respectively, and there are ℓ multipath streaming flows
in progress. The state space is defined by 1
n
Ω = (m1 , m2 , ℓ) : m1 ∈ N0 , m2 ∈ N0 , ℓ ∈ N0 , 0 ≤ m1 ≤ C1 ,

0 ≤ m2 ≤ C2 , 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ min ⌊C1 /v1 ⌋, ⌊C2 /v2 ⌋ ,
o
m1 ≥ ℓv1 , m2 ≥ ℓv2 , (m1 − ℓv1 ) | v, (m2 − ℓv2 ) | v

where N0 refers to the set of natural numbers (non-negative
integers). Then, we have the rates of outgoing transitions from
an arbitrary state (m1 , m2 , ℓ) shown on top of next page.
The steady-state probabilities of the above Markov chain,
denoted by π(m1 , m2 , ℓ) can be obtained by solving a sparse
linear system of balance equations. The overall flow blocking
probability with multipath transmission, denoted by Pb , is then
derived by
X
Pb =
π(m1 , m2 , ℓ)
(29)
(m1 ,m2 ,ℓ)∈Λ


Λ = (m1 , m2 , ℓ) : (m1 + v1 , m2 + v2 , ℓ + 1) ∈
/ Ω,
(m1 + v, m2 , ℓ) ∈
/ Ω, (m1 , m2 + v, ℓ) ∈
/Ω .

The average number of single-stream flows (denoted by Ns )
and multipath streaming flows (denoted by Nm ) can also be
obtained from the steady-state probabilities as follows


X
m1 − ℓv1
m2 − ℓv2
Ns =
+
π(m1 , m2 , ℓ)
v
v
(m1 ,m2 ,ℓ)∈Ω
X
Nm =
ℓ · π(m1 , m2 , ℓ).
(30)
(m1 ,m2 ,ℓ)∈Ω

Considering that video packets received beyond deadlines are
useless for playback, we can evaluate the effective system
throughput by
Ψ = Ns · χ · (1 − ξs ) + Nm · χ · (1 − ξm )
1 We

use the notation a | b to indicate a is divisible by b.

(31)
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(m1 + v, m2 , ℓ) : λ
(m1 , m2 + v, ℓ) : λ
(m1 + v1 , m2 + v2 , ℓ + 1) : λ
(m1 − v, m2 , ℓ) : µ · (m1 − ℓv1 )/v
(m1 , m2 − v, ℓ) : µ · (m2 − ℓv2 )/v
(m1 − v1 , m2 − v2 , ℓ − 1) : ℓµ

if
if
if
if
if
if
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m1 + v < R1 , m1 < m2 or m2 + v > R2 , (m1 + v, m2 , ℓ) ∈ Ω
m2 + v < R2 , m2 < m1 or m1 + v > R1 , (m1 , m2 + v, ℓ) ∈ Ω
m1 + v > R1 , m2 + v > R2 , (m1 + v1 , m2 + v2 , ℓ + 1) ∈ Ω
(m1 − ℓv1 ) > 0, (m1 − ℓv1 ) | v
(m2 − ℓv2 ) > 0, (m2 − ℓv2 ) | v
ℓ > 0.

where χ is the incoming video flow rate, ξs is the delay outage
probability of single-stream flows, and ξm is the delay outage
probability when flow splitting is enabled.
To demonstrate the performance gain of multipath transmission, we can compare with an always-best access selection
scheme, which only chooses the less loaded network to admit
a video flow. The corresponding call-level performance can be
evaluated as above by setting R1 = C1 + 1 and R2 = C2 + 1,
which means multipath transmission is never activated.

(28)

TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS FOR NUMERICAL ANALYSIS .

Symbol

Value

f

30

Video frame rate (/s)

Definition

g

3.75

Video burst rate (/s)

J

7

τ

0.006

V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS

∆

6000, 9600

Transmission packet size (bits)

In this section, we present example numerical results with
our analytical approaches to evaluate the performance of the
probabilistic multipath transmission scheme. Table I gives the
system parameters for numerical analysis. The video traffic
parameters are selected according to H.264/AVC video traces
from the library of Arizona State University [19]. To address
high traffic variations, we choose the video sequences of Star
War IV and Silence of the Lambs, which contain many quick
scene changes and fast motions. These video sequences have
a CIF resolution, a fixed rate of 30 frames/s, a GoP size of 16,
and 7 B frames between two I/P key pictures. The quantization
step-size is indexed at 22, 24, 28, 34, and 38 to have a mean
encoding bit rate ranging from 43.7 kbit/s to 330.5 kbit/s.

N

17 ∼ 45

Video burst interval (time units)

h

1 ∼ 14

Packet transmission time (time units)

p

0.4424

Parameter of negative binomial distribution
for video batch size A

r

2.5812

Parameter of negative binomial distribution
for video batch size A

S

12288

Mean video burst length S (bits)

σS

11499

Standard deviation of video burst length S
(bits)

α

1.1419

Shape parameter of Gamma distribution for
video burst length S

η

10760.33

Scale parameter of Gamma distribution for
video burst length S

ϑ

0∼1

A. Analysis Validation

λ

0.02 ∼ 0.12

In Section IV, we introduce an analytical approach to
evaluate the packet delay T . The calculation of the PGF
of T and corresponding delay metrics involves operations
such as one-sided limit, derivatives, root-finding for complexvalued equations, and definite integrals. Because it may not be
feasible to obtain symbolic solutions in any case, we need to
resort to numerical evaluation when necessary. For example,
Muller method [23] can be used to find the roots zk in
(8) if N is very large. We use the numerical algorithms in
the Symbolic Math Toolbox of MATLAB 7.10.0 (R2010a)
for one-sided limit, derivatives, and definite integrals. As
numerical evaluation may introduce approximation errors, we
conduct computer simulations to validate the feasibility and
accuracy of the analytical approach. A discrete event-driven
simulator is developed with C++ following the traffic model
in Section III.C and the probabilistic flow splitting in Section IV.A. For each simulation run, around 106 video packets
are generated and transmitted to collect the delay statistics.
The results of 5 simulation rounds are averaged to reduce
randomness effect.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the simulation results and
analytical results in terms of average packet delay T , delay
jitter ψ, and delay outage probability ξ. Here, we take a
constant packet size ∆ = 6000 bits but a varying packet

µ

150

Average streaming flow duration (s)

Number of B frames between two key I/P
frames
Time unit (s)

Flow splitting probability
Average streaming flow arrival rate (/s)

̺

0.8

Resource occupancy threshold

C1

24

Number of subchannels in access network 1

C2

30

Number of subchannels in access network 2

v

4

Number of required subchannels to admit a
video flow

v1

2

Number of required subchannels to admit a
video substream in access network 1

v2

3

Number of required subchannels to admit a
video substream in access network 2

transmission time, i.e., h time units. As such, the experiments
correspond to varying the channel bandwidth and effective data
rate. The video traces have a quantization step-size indexed
at 38. As seen in Fig. 5, the simulation results match well
the analytical results for various scenarios. There are small
approximation errors introduced in the calculation, which are
0.07% − 1.4% for average packet delay, 0.26% − 4.9% for
delay jitter, and 0.15% − 1.9% for delay outage probability.
This verifies the feasibility of our analytical approach and the
accuracy of the numerical evaluation. The proposed analysis
captures the essential characteristics of video traffic, such as
deterministic burst intervals, highly varying burst length, and
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0.22

0
800

Fig. 6.
Packet delay performance when packet transmission time H is
constant and geometric distributed.

batch arrivals of transmission packets. Note that, given the
PGF of the packet delay in (18), any arbitrary moment of the
packet delay can be obtained.
Due to wireless channel variations, packet transmission time
H may follow different statistics. In Fig. 6, we compare the
delay metrics when the packet transmission time is assumed
to be deterministic or follow a geometric distribution. Here,
the quantization step-size of the video traces is indexed at
28. The packet size is taken to be 9600 bits. Video flows are
streamed over two possible access networks with a probability
ϑ = 0.5. The pre-roll delay is taken to be 2 seconds. In Fig. 6,
we use different line styles to show the analytical results and
different-shaped markers to highlight the simulation results
over the analytical curves. As seen, the simulation results
match well the analytical results even when the packet transmission time is randomly distributed. It is also interesting to
notice that the delay performance is very close to that with a
constant packet transmission time. There is a difference around
0.44% − 6.56%, which is slightly larger when the channel rate
is relatively low. When a highly varying channel results in
complex statistics for the packet transmission time, a close
approximation is achievable at a much lower computation
complexity by assuming a constant packet transmission time.

0.2
Delay outage probability

350

450

0.22

0.24

Packet delay outage probability

400

0.18
Average delay - constant Tx time
Average delay - geometric Tx time 0.16
Delay outage - constant Tx time
Delay outage - geometric Tx time 0.14

0.16
0.18
0.2
Video burst arrival interval Nτ (s)

(a) Average packet delay.

Fig. 5. Comparison of simulation and analysis results in terms of packet
delay performance.

500

0.14

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.1

0.12

0.14

0.16
0.18
0.2
Video burst arrival interval Nτ (s)

0.22

0.24

0.26

(b) Delay outage probability.
Fig. 7. Delay performance with and without flow splitting when video burst
intervals vary.

B. Impact of Flow Splitting and Multipath Transmission
Fig. 7 compares the delay performance when a video flow
is split into two substreams with ϑ1 = ϑ2 = 0.5 and the delay
performance without flow splitting. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b)
show the average packet delay and delay outage probability,
respectively. As the variation trend of delay jitter is observed
to be similar to that of the average packet delay, the results
for delay jitter are not presented due to space limitation. It
is known that a smaller burst arrival interval N τ indicates a
higher traffic load. As B frames refer to both preceding and
succeeding frames, B frames can only be encoded after the
succeeding frames, which results in burst traffic arrivals for
transmission. In our experiments, we consider a frame rate of
f = 30 frames/s and J = 7 B frames between two key I/P
frames. To ensure timely playback at the receiver, we limit
the transmission interval by (J + 1)/f . As seen in Fig. 7,
flow splitting can better transmit a video flow and achieve
a smaller average packet delay and delay outage probability.
On the other hand, the delay performance converges when the
traffic rate is much lower with a larger burst arrival interval.
That is, flow splitting offers a larger performance gain in a
heavy load situation.
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Fig. 8. Delay performance of multipath streaming over heterogeneous access
networks.

Fig. 8 shows the delay performance of multipath streaming over heterogeneous access networks to demonstrate the
impact of flow splitting. Here, we consider video traces of
a quantization step-size indexed at 22. The average video
encoding rate is around 340.5 kbit/s. The packet size is taken
to be 9600 bits. Based on our analytical approach, an effective
channel rate of around 800 kbit/s is required to bound average
delay and delay outage probability such that T ≤ 200 ms and
ξ ≤ 0.1. In Fig. 8, we show the delay performance of multipath
streaming over two access networks of date rates 533 kbit/s
and 640 kbit/s, respectively. The x-axis gives the splitting
probability ϑ for the low-rate channel. Correspondingly, the
probability to stream video bursts over the high-rate channel
is (1 − ϑ). As seen, there is an optimal ratio around 0.3 to split
the video flow over the two access networks. A larger fraction
around 0.7 of the video traffic is carried by the high-rate
channel. The splitting probabilities should be properly selected
to fully utilize available resources and avoid overloading in the
meantime.
C. Call-Level Blocking Probability and Throughput
Performance gain with multipath transmission is also observed at the call level. In the following experiments, the resource occupancy threshold ̺ is taken to be 0.8. That is, when
more than 80% of the subchannels in both access networks are
being used, multipath transmission is allowed to split a video
flow into two substreams. The two substreams require 2 and
3 subchannels, respectively, to satisfy the delay constraints.
Without flow splitting, at least 4 subchannels are needed to
accommodate a complete video flow. The total number of
subchannels available in the two networks are assumed to be
24 and 30, respectively. The average streaming flow duration
is set at 2.5 minutes [31]. With the Markov chain analysis
in Section IV.D, Fig. 9 shows the flow blocking probability
and system throughput of multipath transmission and that of
the always-best access selection. As seen, the flow blocking
probability is reduced by more than 50% with multipath
transmission when the networks are heavily loaded. On the
other hand, it is observed that the overall system throughput
with multipath transmission is slightly lower than that of
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Fig. 9. Call-level performance in terms of flow blocking probability and
system throughput for video streaming flows with multipath transmission and
that with always-best access selection.

always-best access selection in a heavy load condition. To
satisfy stringent delay constraints, the total bandwidth of two
access networks to support two substreams can be larger than
the minimum required bandwidth to carry a single complete
flow. As a result, the overall system throughput on average is
lower. However, the user perceived QoS such as packet delay
is guaranteed, while a much lower flow blocking probability is
achievable with multipath transmission. Depending on specific
application requirements, we can further adjust the tradeoff between delay and throughput by tuning the resource
occupancy threshold for multipath transmission.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

This paper introduces an analytical approach to evaluate the
packet-level delay performance of video streaming traffic with
multipath transmission. The analysis takes into account the
essential characteristics of video traffic, such as deterministic
burst intervals, highly varying burst length, and batch arrivals
of transmission packets. To enable multipath transmission
via multi-radio wireless devices, each video burst can be
dispatched to an available wireless network according to
a flow splitting probability. A resulting video substream is
then characterized by a zero-inflated model. The PGF of
packet transfer delay is derived to evaluate delay metrics such
as average delay, delay jitter, and delay outage probability.
Accordingly, we can obtain the minimum channel data rate to
support a video flow/substream.
In order to minimize the processing overhead for multipath
transmission, we consider a restricted admission policy, where
flow splitting is allowed only when the resource occupancy
exceeds a threshold. The call-level performance can then
be analyzed with a Markov process. As seen from the numerical results, our approach offers an accurate evaluation
of delay performance. By aggregating fractional bandwidth
available in multiple networks, multipath transmission significantly reduces the flow blocking probability and achieves a
high resource utilization. Nonetheless, the overall throughput
degrades slightly in a heavy load condition to satisfy delay
constraints.
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In this work, we have studied a simple probabilistic flow
splitting scheme for multipath transmission. Extending this
work, we will investigate adaptive flow splitting and multipath
transmission schemes. Especially, in a high-mobility condition,
channel capacities may fluctuate rapidly due to severe fading,
frequent switching of network attachment points, or adaptive
modulation and coding. An efficient algorithm is needed to
dynamically determine the flow splitting probabilities. The
adaptation should minimize performance fluctuation while
satisfying QoS constraints.
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